we prefer the former owing to its easy recognition by the Thermal factors of protein atoms as determined by X-ray non-crystallographic scientific community.] While cartesian crystallographic techniques show a tendency to be larger coordinates define the position at which the probability to find in side chains with unfavourable local conformations rather a given protein atom is maximal, thermal factors describe how than in those displaying conformational energy minima. It diffuse the vibration of the atom is around its equilibrium follows that side chain atoms are more mobile if they are location (Giacovazzo, 1992; Glusker et al., 1994) . The need in a non-rotameric configuration and that the stereochemfor thermal factors derives from an atom's contribution to Xistry of protein structures cannot be fully assessed or ray diffraction intensities according to its vibrational energy.
simulated without consideration of thermal factors that
Although thermal factors in principle measure this energy, monitor flexibility in various regions of the protein. The other crystal features such as static or dynamic disorder observations should also prove useful in protein folding of atomic positions influence the parameter and are often and design.
indistinguishable from genuine vibration. Figure 2 exemplifies Keywords: crystallography/protein dynamics/protein structure/ the extent to which thermal factors can vary for successive side chain conformation/side chain mobility side chains. It is reasonable to suppose that flexibility and conformation are related. An unfavourable conformation can indicate either Introduction a structurally unstable region and/or a region of high potential In this paper we examine the possibility that thermal factors energy available for some biological purpose. In both cases depend on the local conformation of groups of covalently the local mobility is an essential feature for interpreting the bound atoms in protein structures. The need for this analysis basis for the adopted conformation. Low mobility could imply derives from two basically important features of protein a folding nucleation site or a ligand binding region whereas high molecules: their flexibility and their complex conformational mobility could correspond to greater entropy with consequent space. It is shown that a given local conformation can hardly ability to regulate a biochemical process or provide a site be interpreted without considering the local mobility.
receptive for local unfolding. In this investigation the relationFlexibility of proteins, often referred to as mobility or ship between conformation and mobility was examined. dynamics, is an intrinsic property, observed both in the solid state and in solution, which has enormous biological Methods importance, for example, in allowing a substrate to enter buried cavities or in triggered movements of different protein segments
The protein tertiary crystal structures examined were selected from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al., (Chothia et al., 1983; Lesk and Chothia, 1984 . Protein flexibility has received considerable attention and many interesting 1977) through the OBSTRUCT software (Heringa et al., 1992) with constraints of 35% maximum sequence identity upon results and theoretical elaborations have been published in recent years (Frauenfelder et al., 1991; Denisov et al., 1996;  pairwise alignment, a minimum chain length of 100 residues and crystallographic resolution between 1.2 and 2.6 Å. Further, Feher et al., 1996; Ogata et al., 1996) .
The energetics of side chain conformation are now known only monomeric proteins were retained since subunit interfaces in functional oligomers would make unreliable the comparison with some accuracy and they depend on many factors such as solvent exposure or local electric potential. Systematic analyses of solvent-exposed and buried side chains amongst various proteins. Hubbard and Argos (1994) have shown that the of side chain conformations in protein tertiary structures have been performed (Dunbrack and Karplus, 1993; Schrauber et al., mobilities of atoms buried within interfaces are on average greater than those associated with atoms buried in the core of 1993). Individual non-rotameric conformations (see Figure 1) probably involve a destabilization of about 1/3 kcal/mol (Janin folded chains. Structures containing chain identifiers and backbone interruptions or with disordered or incomplete reset al., 1978; Gelin and Karplus, 1979) . Although small, the number of non-rotameric conformations in proteins is relatively idues were also removed. A subsequent semi-automatic search for files containing a single monomer refined by imposing large such that the stability of the folded native structure should be affected. Protein dynamics can be monitored by non-crystallographic symmetry constraints also resulted in removed database entries. A total of 131 PDB protein structures diffraction experiments through analysis of atomic thermal factors. Although they can be approximate, not only in proteins were retained as summarized in Table I . They were divided into groups according to resolution. Table II shows the frequency of (Tronrud, 1996) but also in small asymmetric compounds (Trueblood et al., 1996) , Ringe and Petsko (1986) showed observation of each amino acid type at the various resolutions. Torsions (identified by the four-atom code A-B-C-D) are them to have applicability. 6  1xnb  2end  2rn2  1hfc  1icm  1mla  1pmy  1tca  1.6-1.8  119l  153l  1aru  1bfg  1osa  1aaj  1amp  1bcx  1bp2  1cbs  1chd  1clm  1dbs  1enj  1gdi  1gof  1icn  1jcw  1lav  1llp  1mml  1nar  1npk  1ofv  1sbp  1thw  1udg  2baa  2exo  1.8-2.0  1dyr  1llo  1pzc  1tib  2bat  2cut  2ebn  2prd  2tir  1uky  2aaa  2.0-2.2  1aha  1ala  1amg  1cbq  1eni  1eny  1fkk  1glh  1goh  1hvm  1igp  1lpe  1noo  1ppi  1rcb  2lz2  2pec  2q21  8gpb  1apa  1bet  1bnh  1cdh  1cps  1ctm  1ctn  1dhr  1esd  1fdb  1gal  1lpm  1png  1pxb  1rdc  2pf1  2tcl  4rnt  2.2-2.4  1add  1ang  1ats  1lsg  1lsp  2dhc  2lbp  2sas  1alb  1cyg  1eft  1ese  1fps  1frx  1gln  1hex  1hik  1hnf  1hvq  1le4  1ngd  1ovt  1p2p  1pbb  1pkm  1stp  1thu  1yts  2acg  2bfh  2cnd  1cxf 2.4-2.6 1amy 1byh 1cnf 1enz 1fmp 1lfh 1pbf 1pkp Fig. 1 . Four bonded atoms, sp 3 hybridized (A, B, C and D), can assume a minimum energy conformation (staggered or rotameric) if the torsion angle Fig. 2 . Individual thermal factors of the side chain atoms for residues 145-is near -60, 60 or 180°or a maximum energy conformation (eclipsed or 147 (data from 1mbd of the Protein Data Bank) are shown such that the non-rotameric) if the torsion angle is close to -120, 0 or 120°. Eclipsed atoms are found within each given sphere at a 50% probability level. While conformations are destabilized by repulsive van der Waals interactions; for Lys145 and Lys147 are solvent exposed, Tyr is buried. The thermal factors example, a torsion angle of 0°between A and D.
of the two lysines are considerably larger than those of the tyrosine. [This figure was prepared with ORTEP-III (Burnett and Johnson, 1996).] angles between the normals of planes defined respectively by atoms A, B, C and atoms B, C, D. Their sign was taken as positive if a clockwise rotation of the AB vector, looking down the BC direction, was required to bring it into overlap packages (Table IV) . Various threshold values were selected as described in the Results section. Whole side chains were with the CD vector. Single torsions associated with main and side chain atoms of particular residue types were classified as respectively classified as rotameric, intermediate and nonrotameric if all their single torsions, some of them, or none of first, intermediate or last (Table III) in moving from the backbone to the residue tip atom to distinguish various degrees them were discerned rotameric. Thermal factors of single torsions were defined as the mean value of the atomic thermal of packing constraints relative to the backbone. Rotameric and non-rotameric single torsions were discriminated by thresholds factors of the four atoms defining the torsion. Thermal factors of the whole side chains were defined as the mean value of on the angular distance from the torsion of the closest rotamer. Expected values for the rotameric conformations were taken the average thermal factors of the single torsions associated with the side chain and resulting from the side chain atoms as from the TNT libraries (PROTGEO.DAT) (Tronrud et al., 1987) used in the restrained refinements of protein crystal well as the N and Cα main chain atoms (Table III) . Atomic thermal factors were normalized to zero mean and unit variance structures; they are largely identical in most refinement software 
CA-CB-CG-CD1 -60 60 180 Atom identifiers are those given in the Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al., 1977) . using the routine ASC (Eisenhaber et al., 1995) with a probe were effected with STRIDE (Frishman and Argos, 1995) . values reported by Gandini et al. (1996) . Cut-offs at 3.5 and acceptor distances, respectively; the angle at the donor had to be in the range 90-180°and the angle at the acceptor in the range 90-180°and 60-180°for sp 2 and sp 3 hybridization, threshold 35%) (Heringa et al., 1992) from the Brookhaven respectively. Salt bridges were identified on the basis of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Bernstein et al., 1977) and considclosest distance between oppositely charged side chain atoms ered in the present work. Since the mean value and the shape separated by not more than 4.5 Å. Negatively charged groups of the distribution of the thermal factors in protein crystal involved the carboxylate moieties of Asp, Glu and the Cstructures can be affected by systematic errors such as the terminus while the guanidinium group of Arg, the ammonium of treatment of the solvent and the weights and types of refinement Lys, the imidazole of His and the N-terminus were considered to restraints (Tronrud, 1996) , the thermal factors were normalized be positively charged. Non-bonded contacts around given side to zero mean and unit variance, especially for comparison chain atoms were searched with a maximal cut-off distance of amongst different structures, in the following manner: 4.5 Å between the contacting and surrounding atoms from different residues and excluding atoms within the same residue.
B_normalized ϭ (B -B_mean)/B_sigma Results where B_mean and B_sigma are, respectively, the mean value General features of thermal factors and the standard deviation of the distribution of atomic thermal factors for a given protein structure and B is the atomic thermal Table I reports the file identifiers for monomeric proteins selected with OBSTRUCT (maximum sequence identity factor as reported in the PDB file. The general quality of the thermal factors can be assessed resolution no significant difference appears between normalized by comparing them with unbiased refinements recently pubthermal factors of main chain and side chain atoms while the lished by Tronrud (1996) , who refined a small set of structures difference increases with increase in resolution. This could be without restraints on thermal factors to derive true values for a consequence of the greater mobility of side chain atoms with the differences between thermal factors of bonded atoms. We better monitoring of thermal factors at high resolution, as also found that the large majority (~80%) of the thermal factors of suggested by the lower spread of the standard deviations of the data set used in the present work followed the same trends the thermal factor distributions at high resolution. as in Tronrud's unbiased refinements. Moreover, a further 10%
Definition of rotamers had very modest discrepancies within 2 Å 2 . Nevertheless, more A numerical threshold distinguishing rotameric and non-rotamthan 80% of the differences between thermal factors of bonded eric torsions requires justification. It could be defined as the atoms and their standard deviations are smaller in the present torsion amplitude under or over which the conformation is data set than in the unbiased refinements, probably as a result statistically equivalent or different to that of minimum energy. of overly strict restraints in the refinement of thermal factors Since accurate positional standard errors are not computable from crystallographic diffraction intensity data. Thus, in the in protein crystallography owing to the small number of context of the present work, any trend observed may well be observations relative to the refinable parameters inhibiting underestimated.
application of full-matrix least-squares methods, a more qualit- Figure 3 shows how thermal factors depend on the resolution ative approach must be undertaken. Since stereochemical of the structure. Normalized thermal factors of main chain constraints differ from the backbone to the tip of a (long) side atoms decrease as the resolution increases whereas those of side chain atoms increase with increase in resolution. At low chain, we divided the side chain torsions into three categories: those near the backbone (first torsions), those at the side chain and standard deviations of the deviations from the closest rotamer. Independent of resolution and torsion type, the mean ends (last torsions) and those between the two former extremes (intermediate torsions). In ambiguous cases where the first and deviations are close to 0 while the standard deviations increase as the resolution decreases. This implies that the curves plotted last torsions coincide, priority was given to the first. To select numerical values for the thresholds of each torsion class, three in Figure 4 can have common intersections, different for the three torsion types (Ϯ11, Ϯ16 and Ϯ13°for first, intermediate different strategies were attempted.
The first consisted in simply fixing arbitrary threshold values and last torsions, respectively) and symmetrical around a nearzero mean. For angular deviations in absolute value smaller as often adopted in the literature (Schrauber et al., 1993) and we used values of 10, 20, 30, 40 or 50°. A second strategy than the common intersections, the frequency of observations increases with increase in resolution. Since the probablity of relied on a statistical analysis of the angular deviations from the closest minimum energy conformation. Figure 4 shows the rotameric observations is known to increase with increase in resolution (Schrauber et al., 1993) , the angular coordinate frequency distribution of the deviations from the TNT rotamers listed in Table IV at various crystallographic resolution shells of the common intersections can be taken as a threshold distinguishing rotamers from non-rotamers. Also, the closeness and for the three torsion types. Table V indicates that the minimum energy conformations reported in Table IV are the corresponding main chain secondary structure. These results are similar to those found by Schrauber et al. (1993) , substantially correct.
A third approach hypothesizes that the percentage of noneven though all dihedral angles are considered here in contrast to only χ1 and χ2 in the latter work. Rotamers are by no rotamers in protein structures is independent of resolution, small and statistical; e.g. 5%. Such a threshold equal to twice means the absolute rule in side chain conformations. At least one single torsion is often non-rotameric, especially in long the variance of the distributions in Figure 4 would discriminate rotamers and non-rotamers. Notably, these latter thresholds side chains characterized by many torsions. Fully rotameric Asp and Asn side chains are infrequent, probably owing to depend not only on the torsion type but also on the crystallo- difference from the results of Schrauber et al. (1993) Figure 6 displays the difference between normalized thermal non-rotameric fraction is observed as the resolution improves.
factors of non-rotameric and rotameric side chains at various
Comparison of rotamer and non-rotamer thermal factors
resolutions and for various thresholds distinguishing rotamers and non-rotamers. Thermal factors are invariably higher for Figure 5 shows a plot of the mean atomic normalized thermal factors as a function of the secondary structure and resolution non-rotamers and intermediates in comparison with rotamers 
Influence of packing constraints
non-rotameric. Standard deviations of the data are shown as error bars; obviously, the differences between thermal factors of rotameric and nonWe used solvent-accessible surface area to monitor the degree rotameric side chains are significant. of residue packing. Mean values were computed over all the side chain types after normalization with respect to the number of atoms constituting the side chain types. Results involving a plot of normalized thermal factors versus packing criterion over all secondary structural types. Intermediate side chains also display thermal factors comparable to those of nonare shown in Figure 7 . As expected, both the mean thermal factors of rotamers and non-rotamers increase with increase rotameric side chains. Considering all the thresholds employed to discriminate rotamers and non-rotamers, intermediate side in the solvent-accessible area. These results compare favourably with the recent observation that atoms on the protein chains are mostly similar to non-rotameric rather than rotameric surface occupy a larger volume than buried atoms (Gerstein since f monitors their hydrophobicity. Anomalies include Glu and Gln ( Figure 9 ) and certain polar nitrogen and oxygen and Chothia, 1996) . Surprisingly, the differences between mean atoms ( Figure 10 ). thermal factors of non-rotamers and rotamers increases with increasing accessibility to the solvent. Table IX shows for each amino acid type the mean differences In addition to van der Waals packing, constraints on side chain between the normalized thermal factors of buried side chains atoms can result from hydrogen bonds or salt bridges to other and atoms in their surroundings as a function of the buried protein atoms, including those within the side chain itself.
Thermal factors for rotameric and non-rotameric environments Influence of hydrogen bond and electrostatic interactions
side chain conformation (rotameric and non-rotameric). Side Figure 8 shows that the differences between the thermal factors chains were considered buried if their total accessible area of non-rotamers and rotamers tend to be higher for side chains was less than 5 Å 2 and none of their atoms had a solventnot involved in such interactions. Thus the influence of accessible area larger than 2.5 Å 2 . Side chain and surrounding hydrogen bonds and salt bridges, as with packing constraints, atom thermal factors were taken as respective averages over is greater in stabilizing non-rotamers. Similar results were the atoms for each residue examined. No check was performed obtained by considering only the conformation of the torsion on the solvent accessibility of the surrounding atoms since it (e.g., χ4 in lysines) or the atomic thermal factors of the atom(s) has been shown above that the spatial distribution of rotamers most directly involved in the bond or electrostatic interaction(s).
and non-rotamers is homogeneous. For 18 of the 20 residue Solvent accessibility of rotamers and non-rotamers types, non-rotameric buried side chains have higher thermal Following the approach of Rose et al. (1985) , we calculated factors than those for rotameric side chains, as expected. mean values for the solvent-accessible areas of each residue
Regions surrounding the side chains show similar trends. type over all the protein structures (defined as actual area, aa)
Thermal factors for atoms around non-rotameric side chains and within an isolated G-X-G triplet, where X has the side are thus higher than those for atoms around rotameric side chain conformation adopted in the protein tertiary structure chains for most of the residue types. Differences are, however, (stochastic area, sa). The fractional area lost by each residue generally lower than those observed amongst the side chains after folding was defined as f ϭ 1 -(aa/sa). Results are themselves. These findings show that thermal perturbations summarized for rotamers, intermediates and non-rotamers in accompanied by local stereochemical perturbations extend Figures 9 and 10 by amino acid type and by threshold used their effects to the surrounding space. to discriminate non-rotamers form rotamers. In most cases the Discussion fraction of area lost after folding is nearly independent of the rotameric/non-rotameric conformation of the side chain, Crystallographic thermal factors monitor a series of structural features than can generally be identified with the mobility of although the values are clearly dependent on the residue type However, by normalizing them to zero mean and unit variance for each structure and by analysing many structures independently refined, the importance of the systematic errors should thermal factors of bonded atoms as well as their variances are systematically underestimated, suggesting that the actual results become less relevant. Moreover, we verified that even the rough non-normalized thermal factors agree fairly well with may well be even more significant than those reported here. The dependence of the atomic mobility on the local conexpected trends derived from unbiased crystallographic refinements (Tronrud, 1996) . We found that differences in formation can be explained in simple terms by considering that side chains with one or more (but not all) non-rotameric single torsions showed thermal factor behaviour more similar to side chains with all non-rotameric single torsions rather than to those with all-rotameric single torsions. The results of the present work have a particular relevance for evaluating the energetics of biochemical processes involving proteins. Different conformations of the same group of atoms can be accompanied by different degrees of mobility. This implies that crystallographic thermal factors should be considered in sampling the conformational space for a protein. An unfavourable conformation accompanied by high local mobility could be a site of instability, starting the unfolding process, or a source of energy to aid an enzymatic reaction or ligand binding mechanism upon change of conformation. Binding of a substrate, cofactor or even receptor site as well as entire subunit or domain motions could well depend on side chains with stained conformation. The observations made here that surrounding atoms of most of the residue types are also affected by the local mobility indicates that such energy transfer can be propagated. Protein regions with relatively high
